Recreation likes:

- 50% Hiking
- 40% Skiing, Snow mobile,
- 36% ORV
- 31% Mt Bike Horseback riding
- 22% Swim
- 18% Access from Private Lands, Hunting, Regulation/Enforcement
- 13% Shooting, Hunting, High Country, Fishing, Open Range
- 9% Peace and Quite, Bible-Cheese Rock
- 4% Disbursed Camping, Sledding, Picnic, Birding, Wolves, Backcountry, Crystal/Agate hunting
Recreation Planning Concerns:

- 59% FOREST FIRE
- 31% ORV,
- 27% Disbursed Camping
- 13% TRESSPASS
- 9% Large Groups
- 4% Open Range, Wolves, Crime, H2O Rights
Points of Interest:

- Trails
- Winter Recreation
- ORV
- Forest Fires
- Points of interest
- Open Range
- History & Education
- Horse’s